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Secure your computer network with SSH! With transparent, strong encryption, reliable public-key authentication, and a highly configurable client/server architecture, SSH (Secure Shell) is a popular, robust, TCP/IP-based solution to many network security and privacy concerns. It supports secure remote logins, secure file transfer between computers, and a unique "tunneling" capability that adds encryption to otherwise insecure network applications. Best of all, SSH is free, with feature-filled commercial versions available as well. 
 
SSH: The Secure Shell: The Definitive Guide covers the Secure Shell in detail for both system administrators and end users. It demystifies the SSH man pages and includes thorough coverage of: 

	 SSH1, SSH2, OpenSSH, and F-Secure SSH for Unix, plus Windows and Macintosh products: the basics, the internals, and complex applications. 

	 Configuring SSH servers and clients, both system-wide and per user, with recommended settings to maximize security. 

	 Advanced key management using agents, agent forwarding, and forced commands. 

	 Forwarding (tunneling) of TCP and X11 applications in depth, even in the presence of firewalls and network address translation (NAT). 

	 Undocumented behaviors of popular SSH implementations. 

	 Installing and maintaining SSH systems.  



Whether you're communicating on a small LAN or across the Internet, SSH can ship your data from "here" to "there" efficiently and securely. So throw away those insecure .rhosts and hosts.equiv files, move up to SSH, and make your network a safe place to live and work.
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Patent Law for Computer Scientists: Steps to Protect Computer-Implemented InventionsSpringer, 2010
Patent laws are different in many countries, and inventors are sometimes at a loss to understand which basic requirements should be satisfied if an invention is to be granted a patent. This is particularly true for inventions implemented on a computer. While roughly a third of all applications (and granted patents) relate, in one way or another,...
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Grid Computing For Developers (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Learn the Future of Computing Today!
Many industry analysts believe that Grid computing will be the next big wave in technology. It is so promising that major technology companies such as IBN, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sun are allocating significant quantities of resources for Grid research and development. A Developer’s Guide to Grid...
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Beautiful LEGONo Starch Press, 2013

	"Far from child's play. An astonishing collection." —Publishers Weekly

	

	Mix hundreds of thousands of LEGO bricks with dozens of artists, and what do you get? Beautiful LEGO, a compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces ranging from incredibly lifelike...
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DB2 9 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows: DBA Guide, Reference, and Exam Prep (6th Edition)IBM Press, 2007

	Today’s business leaders agree that effectively managing and leveraging information to make decisions has never been more important. More than 60 percent of CEOs feel their organizations need to do better at leveraging their information (IBM® Attributes and Capabilities Study, 2005). CFOs feel that if they leverage their information...
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Digital Signal Processing: A Computer-Based Approach, 2e with DSP Laboratory using MATLABMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	"Digital Signal Processing: A Computer-Based Approach" is intended for a two-semester course on digital signal processing for seniors or first-year graduate students. Based on user feedback, a number of new topics have been added to the second edition, while some excess topics from the first edition have been removed. The author has...
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Nano-CMOS Design for Manufacturability: Robust Circuit and Physical Design for Sub-65nm Technology NodesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book is the sequel to Nano-CMOS Circuit and Physical Design, taking design to technology nodes beyond 65nm geometries. It examines the challenges that design engineers face in the nano-scaled era, such as exacerbated effects and the proven design for manufacturability (DFM) methodology in the midst of increasing variability and design process...
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